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7.1 Gr id of West Bay Model
••
•
Summary
• The report describes the results of data analysis completed to date.
• The following preliminary conclusions can be drawn from the information
•
collected:
•
• The potential fl ooding problems facing the West Bay area are:
- a short term problem resul ting from high intensity, short duration rainstorm&
These cause fl ooding of low-lying depressions with inadequate surface drainage,
•
and in areas with shallow water levels and low permeability surface deposits.
. a longer term and more serious threat f rom increased recharge as urban
development continues. Recharge from leaking water pipes and garden
•
irrigation wil l raise water levels in much the same way as has already
happened in central Doha.
•
• The geology can be considered in terms of three main lithological units
hydraulic fi ll, original coastal sediment& Dammam dolomi te. Regionally there
appears to be hydraulic conti nuity between these formations. The impermeable
•
base to the sequence is the Midra Shale, -which lies immediately below the
dolomite.
• • Areas having the shallowest water tables are not, as might be expected, near
•
to the coast, but in a belt of land extending parallel to and just inland of
the former roa tline. These are associated with a topographic low in this
•
region. Backfi ll ing has bunt up the general elevati on of the peninsula to 3m
QND, but inland of the original shoreline the ground level has not been
raised to the  same  caent and groundwater levels are within 2m of the
surface.
•
• Ana/ysis of grain size data, pumping and slug tests indicates that tbe
•
geometr ic mean lv draulic conductivity for coast and hydraulic fi ll material to
be 25 and 35 mid, respectively. A prel iminary estimate of the aquifer storage
•
coefi cient for both types of material based on tidal response is 11%.
However, more analysis and data is needed to confi rm these estimates.
• Hydraulic properties for the dolomite wil l  be based  on information given in
•
the ASCO (1983) and I ICA (1987) reports.
•
• The model to be used for drainage derign is a 3-1) fi ni te element code
called FL AMINCO.  There  are 9 layers each of 161 nodes and 8 layers of 240
•
elements: a total of 1449 nodes and 2240  elements Care has been taken with
the model grid  to ensure  that el ement boundario fol low the lines of major
•
roads, since it is along roads that drains are most easil y installed. This reduces
the problems of transferring a drainage network based on the model grid to
•
the fi eld.
•
A limited amount of data collection and some further anidysis is neceastay
before predictive modelling can begin. I t  is anticipated  that die fi nal report
•
wil l be submi tted ht April 1990.
••
•
WESP BAY GROUNDWATER MODELL ING serum , DOHA.
• Interim Report
•
Chapter I
•
BACK GROUND
L I INT RODUCTI ON
The West Bay distr ict of Doha is formed from reclaimed land along the
northern shore of Doha Bay. This area is generally below an elevation of 3m
Qatar National Datum (QND) and has shallow groundwater levels which are
locally within Im of the ground surface.
•
Some of the lower lying parts of the district are subject to occasional fl ooding
• aftcr heavy rainfal l when the water table rises to the surface and surface
nm-of collects in d osed depressions. These fl oods may persist for several days
• but occur infrequently, the last occasion being in February 1988.
• Urban development of the West Bay area is now taking place. There is
growing concern that .the resulting increase in water demands veal lead to an
• increase in recharge from garden irrigation and leaking pipes This could cause
a permanent rise in the water table and an incr ease in the frequency and
• durati on of fl ooding unless water level contr ol measures are implemented. Such
fl ooding problems already occur in other parts of Doha.
•
I t is proposed to install a network of groundwater drains to combat the
• expected rise in groundwater levels and thereby prevent future long term
fl ooding.
•
The design of a drainage network requires an understanding of the local
• hydrogeology, especially in regard to the hydraulic characteristi cs of the
complex sequence of deposits fanning the West Bay area Prior to this study
• there was limited informati on on the newly created, reclaimed area and.
•
consequendy, a programme of data collection has been undertaken during 1989
to provide such information.
• A preliminary ,  analysis  of the new informati on is presented in tit interim
report. The main objective of the study is to use this information to construct
• a numerical groundwater model of the West Bay region to predict those areas
at greatest risk from fl ooding and to assist the design of a drainage network
• to al eviate such fl ooding.
•
• 12 STUDY AREA
• The area of investigation is about 25 km2. I t incl udes the entire district of
•
West Bay and a ttends 6 km inland, as shown hi Figure LL
•
The development of West bay is at an early stage. Figure 12 shows the
existing extent of the urban development. I t e main areas of present
•
•
•
••
•
Reclamation of the West Bay area began in the late 1970's and continued
• into the early 1980's. Backfil ling is sti ll taking place which makes it diffi cult to
obtain a reliable ground elevation map. Figure 1.1 shows the best estimate
• that can be made of the topography and has been compiled from maps
prepared in 1983 at a scale of 12E00 supplemented by elevation data obtained
O from the levelling of new boreholes dril led during this study. Particular
topographic features indicated by this map include:
•
- a marked increase of slope inland from the 4m QND contour, which
• coincides with the positi on where the dolomite bedrock rises from beneath the
cover of coastal deposits and  611  material
•
- the generally low elevati on (less than 3m QND) of most of the penninsula
and much of the original foreshore area
- a 5m high ridge parallel to the coast along the eastern and northern
•
0
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
0
perimeters of the penninsula
- the position of the former shoreline shown as -a dotted line (this is based
on a pre-reclamati on map of 1964).
The area Of most concern is that lying seward of the 4m OND contour this
being where a funue rise in water levels would have the greatest impact
The materials used for the redaintation of the West Bay area consist of
"hydraulic fi ll " and "deser t fi ll ". The hydraulic fi ll is formed of sediments
dredged from near shore and pumped  as  a slung into a bunded area to raise
the level of the sea floor above sea level. Desert fi ll, which is stil l being
placed at the present day, consists of nibble brought from inland. This is
commonly mixed with other material, such as plasti c, wood or metal, and h
used as a fi nal stage of backfi lling. These deposi ts are stil l subject to
compaction.
Die fi ll materials have been placed over a complex sequence of coastal and
near-shore sil ts, sands and gravels, which in turn rest on dolomitic limestone.
• 13 SCOPE AND FORMAT OF REPORT
• This report presents the interim results of a hydrollcolnil ical S a d/Winn
carried out to provide data for a numa lcal model of the Wed Bay anta.  It is
intended to show how the information obtained from the reca tt fi eld
•
investigations has greatly improved the previously limi ted knowledge concerning
the hydrogeological condi tions of the West Bay and the way in which the
complex condi tions can be simplifi ed to enable an appropriate numa k al model
representation.
Analysis of existing information is ongoing. Further information, such as
routine water level data, is still being collected. Values for the dif erent
parameters required by the model, su ch as hydraulic conductivity and storage
coefficient, are disa issed, although hur ther analysis is required to refine these
val ues for the Enal model.
Whilst the repo rt includes a brief description of the model, it does not
include any predictions. These, together with a more detailed analysis of the
hydrogeological data, wil l be given in a Final Report to be presented in April
1990.
The data collection programme undertaken during 1989 is summarised in
Chapte r 2_ Th e borehole data have been used to describe the geology of the
area and to prepare maps of the distrib ution, geometry and Ethology of the
major geological units, which are presented in Chapter 3. Information on water
levels, recharge and discharge, and on the hydraulic characteristics of the main
units are Oven in a mpters 4, 5 and 6, respectively. A brief description of the
model to be used for the drainage network design is given in Chapter 7.
Chapter  2
DATA COU E C TION PROGRAMME
•
•
2.1 DATA REQUI REMENTS AND BOUNDARY CX) NDITI ONS
Th e type of information required by the model includes the following:
•
- thickness, elevation and ex tent of the major lithological units
•
aquifer characteristics (hydraulic conductivity and storage coe fi cients)
sources and amounts of recharge to and discharge from the area.
•
The accur acy of the model representation and the predicti ons made with the
model will depend mainly on the reliabl ity of the input data.
Some geological da ta has been obtained from existing reports prepared for
various building projects carried out in West Bay over the past 10 years
• These are given in Appendix 1. However, the reports do not contain
suffi cient information for the model requirements. Hence the main object ive of
• the extensive data collect ion programme undertaken be tween April and
November 1989 was to provide sufi cient information of an adequate quality
•
for the model.
ie The investigati ons were carr ied out within the boundaries shown in Figure 2.1.
These boundaries were selected specifi cally to assist the modelling
•
The eastern model boundary is defi ned by the coast and is represented  as a
• "fi xed head" boundary which thereby allows groundwater rliseiw ge to take
place at the coast. The groundwater heads are fi xed at sea lcveL
•
'Il e western, northern and southern boundaries are loca ted inland and have
• been chosen to coincide with particular groundwater contours so  as to form
"no-fl ow" boundaries. Th is eliminates the need to calculate groundwater infl ow
• aa oss these boundaries .
• (a) Western boundary. Th is boundary coincides with the crest of a prominent
NNW-SSE trending groundwater mound within the Dammam dolomite. The
• mound is centered beneath the Madina-Khalifa district and is caused by
recharge from garden irrigation and leaking pipes (M CX) 1983). Groundwater
• flow occurs from the crest to  the  north-west and south-west, but not aa oss
the boundary. Th e position of this mound determines the western limit of
• the study region, and explains why this boundary has been selected a
signifi cant distance inland from the main area of concern
•
(b) Northern and Southern boundaries Both of these boundaries are parallel
to the direction of groundwater movement, which is towards the  coast They
therefore represent groundwater flow lines.
•
All of the model boundary conditions are thus well defi ned and represent the
groundwater conditions in a realistic man ner.
••
•
•
•
•
•
22 DRILL ING AND  "[M I NG  PROGRAMME
22 1 Borehole Dril ling Programme
A total of 58 boreholes were drilled within the model area during the present
investigation. Locations are shown in Figure 2.1. Also given are the
positions of buil ding projects for which existing geological data are available.
Prospect boreholes have been grouped into fi ve series, prefi xed GWS 1 to
GWS 5. The depth of each series and their specifi c objecti ves are
summarised in Table 2.1.
Table 2 1
Borehole no. Depth
Gwsin -1119)
GWS3/ 1-3110
GWS4/ 1-4/6
GWS5/1-5/5
GWS.5/3
1/ 18
2/3
1 mare below •
water table
To top of
Dammam
Limestone
To  base  of
Damoiam
Llmesta m
To top of
Dammam
Limestone
Water Depth of Thickness Slug rump I l dal
Table Fil l of Dammam Teas Testa Efi ciency
Elev. Limestone
Series GWS 1 and GWS 2 comprise 37 shallow boreholes dril led to a depth
of l a below the water table to obtain water level information.
l t e GWS 4 series comprise six boreholes dril led inland on the outa op of the
Dammam dolomite. Each fully penetrates the dolomite and has provided
essential water ievd control data for this western part of the study an t
Series GWS 3 and GWS 5 comprise 15 boreholes chil led through the full
thickness of the f ill and coastal deposits to the top of the Dammam
Formation. n est were used to obtain information on the hydraulic
characteristi cs of these deposits and for geological and water level data.
5
40
40
40
4,
40
40
40
40
40
40
40
40
2-2.2 Testing Programme
Several techniques were employed to obtain information on the hydraul ic
characteristics:
input tests. These tests involve the instantaneous removal of a "slug" of
water from the borehole and monitoring the subsequent recovery. They were
undertaken on the series 3 and 5 boreholes to provide a low cost means of
obtaining information on the hydraulic conductivity.
- pumping tests. These tests were carried out on the series 5 boreholes to
provide information on transmissivity, hydraulic conducti vity and storage
coefficient
- grain size data. The information available f rom grain size analyses given in
earlier site investigation reports were used to estimate hydraulic conduct ivity
- tidal response. Values of storage coefi cient were derived from a correlation
of water level response to tidal fl uctuations.
23 WATE R BAL ANCE SIUDY
The components of the water balance for the  study  area are discussed in
Chapter S. A parallel study is ongoing to quanti fy the rechazge from garden
irrigation and leaking pipes and the diteharge of groundwater into sewers. This
will cover the period f rom November 1988 to November 1989 and the results
will be included in the Fi nal Report
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GEOLOGY
111
3.1 GENERAL
•
West Bay is an area of reclaimed land built out from an original, low lying
coastline fringed with saline sand fl ats (Sabkhas). 'Hydraulic r e , a mixtu re of
sand, silt and gravel dredged from the adjacent sea fl oor, has been used for
• the reclamation. The fi ll, built up from the sea fl oor to form West Bay
peninsula, is also spread some distance inland from the original coastline (Fig.
• 3.1). It Ov e d ieS and largely conceals coastal sil ts and sands associated with
the old shoreline. Some of this original material still a ops out inland of the
• fi ll, but the precise position of the boundary between the two formations is
uncer tain (Fig. 3.1).
Chapter 3
T he bedrock of the area is the Upper Dammam Formation, a series of
• indurated fractured dolomites of Eocene age Where the dolomit e emerges
from beneath the cover of fi ll and coastal deposits, along the line of the 4 m
• ground surface contour, there is  a  distinct break of slope. From this point
the dolomite rises inland to over 20 m QND within the model  area. A
• generalised map of the geology is shown in Figure 3.1 and a simplifi ed a oss
section  is  presented in Figure 3.2.
•
From a hydrogeological point of view all formations in the area are permeable
and can be considered as 'aquifers'. The impermeable base to the sequence is
taken as the bli dra Shale, a variably thick calcareous nmdstone that un derli es
•
 the  Dammam dolomite. Above the shale there is free regional hydraulic
connection between  the  fractured dolomite and the overlying coastal deposits
• and hydraulic filL The water table passes laterally from the dolomite into
the material above approximately along the line of die former coast (Fig.
• 32). A lthough there is free hydraulic connection on a regional scale,
impen istent sil t and mudstone horizons within the hydrad ic fi ll and particularly
• the coastal deposits, provide local barriers to groundwater movement
•
• 3.2  DISTRIBIM ON AND L1THOLOGY
•
3.2.1 Danunam Formation
•
TS en tire study  area  is un derlain by a series of fractured dolomites and
• limes tones with a re corded thick ness of between 13 and 35 m. Th ilcally the
format ion is an of -white to grq  dolomite, whid i in die upper 10 m contains
• numerous large wigs (cavities), mostly titled with carbonate mutt Commod y
the vugs are between 2 and 20 cal in diameter and we not interconnected.
•
D ie upper 10 m has the appearance of a weathered horizon. Many of the
• open vugs have originated by the removal of soluble material infi lling fond
shell s (bivalves and gasteropods) . The dolomite and carbonate mud mixture is
• gen erally indura ted with much of the dolomite having a blue-grey sil iceous
•
•
•
•
Small irregular fractures are common, although many have been re-cemented.
Larger fractu res are les s common, but where present are  frequently
sub-horizontal, up to 30 cm in width and extend laterally for many tens of
metres.
411 The lower part of the fon nation, below 10 in,  is  character istically a zone of
massive of -white dolomites with few vugs and litt/e fracturing. This part of
• the sequence is signifi cantly less permeable than the upper 'weathered' zone_
(ASCO - 1983;RCA 1987).
•
G roundwater flow in  the  dolomite does not take place un iformly throughout
•  the en tire  satura ted thickness but along well-defi ned, widely spaced networks of
fisk-ores that have little or no hydraulic connection.  Increased  fractur ing in the
• upper 10 in ensures that the highest permeabil ity, and thus most fl ow, takes
place in this part of the formation.
•
An impermeable base to the dolomite is formed by the Midra Shale, a
• variably thick sequence of brown and green carbonate shales alternating with
th in dolomites. It is Lower Dammam in age and between 5-10 m thick
The Mid ra Shale, acts regionally as a confi ning layer, preventing large scale
• vertical movement into and out of the overlying dolomite. The elevation of
the top surface of the shale is shown in Figure 33 . Th e main point of
• in terest, apart from the general  Ei ll  in elevation toward the coast, is the way
in which this surface tends to mimic the ground topography. A rminal
II comparison with topography (Figure LI) shows a tendency for high and low
I regions on the M dra surface to coincide with ground surface highs and lows.
UP
Th e reason  is straigh tf orward.  To a large extent, the topography is a
• product of subsidence following solution of evaporite deposits in formations
lying below the Midra This unsystematic co llapse has led to the development
• of a large number of unconnected depressions that form a characterist ic
fea tu re of the Qatar landscape.. Because collapse is initiated by removal of
• material below the Midra the shale itself subsides in the same way as the
ground sur face.
•
A rest* is that in places, the shale has been fractured and broken, allowing
• some limited vertical migration of groundwater. However, on a regional scale
the amount of water trmisferred is very small so the shale can stil l be
• considered an effi cient 'aquitard'.
• The elevation of the top surface of the Dammam format ion is shown in
Figure 3.4. • To the west of the 4 m ground contour the formation a ops
• out at the = face, its top being refl ected by ground topography. To tbe east,
where It dhappean beneath the cover of fi ll and coastal deposit% the dolomite
• dips gently toward the coast reaching its lowest point in the vicinity of the
Sheraton Hotel, where it lies at - 7 nt O.ND . Otherwise the most note
• worthy feature is a slight ridge which = tends along the nor tbern pair of the
•
peninsula
•
appearance.
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3.22 Coastal deposits
The original coastline is characterised by a number of fl at in ter- and
supra-tidal deposits known as 'sabkhas', interspersed with other areas of silts,
sands and gravels. Th e sediments extend from below the former low tide
mark to approximately the line of the 4 m ground surface contour.
Sabkhas are salt encrusted, fl at lying areas of sil t and sand. They are
common in coastal areas of the Arabian Gulf (Evans  et at ,  1969; Foo ke et al
1985) Evaporation from shallow water tables within these fl at-lying coastal
areas provide an important mechanism for the discharge of coastward moving
groundwater leading to  the  concentration of pore water and the precipitation
of aragonite, calci te, impsum, anhydrite and halite salts, all of which are
co mmonly present in sabkha sequences.
In the West Bay area, sabkhas form the fl oor of several depressions enbaged
along the original coastline. The major areas are shown in Figure 3.5. These
have now largely been covered by a thin mantle of backfi ll. However , they still
show through in small iso lated patches, for example immedia tely to the south
east of the West Bay sports stadium and alongside the coast road in the
northern part of the region
From a dr ainage point of view the areas of thinly-covered sabkha are
important for two reasons. Firstly, they form depressions, where the water
table is shallow and into which surface zun-off concentrates and, secondly, they
tend to have a low permeabil ity. Together,  these  cause serious groundwater
and surface water drainage problems.
Th e original coastal deposits form an extremely complex sequence of ca rbonate
rich silts, sands an d shelly gravels Vertical and horizontal variation is such
tha t it is impossible to devise any simple division. Correlation between
boreholes is very difi cult, even over distances of a few ten s of metres. A
good example is shown  in  Figure 3.6 which shows the lithology encoun tered in
six boreholes dr il led dur ing construction of the West Bay Sports club.
Although distances between boreholes are generally les s than 100 m there is
no consistent pattern in the sedimentary sequence.
At any single loca tion the succession is bl ely to consist of an unpredictable
sequence of al b ,. sands and shelly gravels with sil ty sands being perhaps the
most commonly encountered lithology. The presence of sil t b 011103101 mea ts
that vertical movement of groundwater wil l be restri cted locally. Howeva , on
a regional scale the successi on can be  treated  as a single hydraulic unit due
to the impersistent nature of indiri dual beds.
The thickness of the costal deposits is shown in Figure 17. This ranges from
zero, below parts of the West Bay peninsula, to over 6 01 in areas inland of
the former coastline.
3.23 Fill Deposits
I he fi ll consists of two types of material:-
(a) 'Hydraulic R IF. This is sediment dredged from the nearby sea fl oor and
••
•
pumped as a slun y behind bunds to buil d up reclaimed areas. It comprises
•
a melange of sil ty sands, shelly gravels and limestone cobbles. Because it is
deposited as a shin y it  is  well mired and thus tends to be more uniform in
•
composition than the underlying coastal sediments.
(b) 'Desert Fill'. This material has been placed on top of the 'hydraulic
fi ll' during later stages of the reclamation work. It consist s of various types
•
of natural and man made rubble bought front inland and dumped by lorry.
It is much more variable in composition than the hydraulic fal. Pieces of
•
wood, concrete and plastic are commonly encountered, along with large cobbles
and boulders of dolomite. However 'desert fi ll' is patchily distrib uted and
where present tends on/y to form the top metre of the succe ssion.
•
As the hydrauli c fi ll  is  simply re-worked coastal sediment, it is difi cult to
distinguish from the underlying coastal deposits Consequently, the thickness
•
and elevation of the base shown in Figures 1 8 and 3.9 are to some exten t
speculative. A means of distinguishing between the two has been to assume
•
that  all material to the  east of the former shorel ine lying above present day
sea level is hydraulic fi ll.
•
The two maps are self explanatory. However, it is worth noting that the
•
elevation of the base of the fi ll declines steadily eastward to below -3 m
QND while the thickness increase uniformly in the same direction to over
•
8 m along the eastern coast of the peninsula
,e 
•
0
0
0
•
0
•
0
10
•
0
O iapter 4
H IE WATER TABLE
•
4.1 WAT ER TABLE ELEVATION
Each of the three major lithologj cal units above the Midra Shale are in
regional hydraulic continuity. Water is able to pass freely from one to the
411 other despite the local presence of impersistent sil t horizons in the coastal
sediments. l h e water table is thus a composite of all three formations. It
• pacer s laterally from wes t to east through the dolomite, into the coastal
deposits and fi nally into the hydraulic MI (Figure 3.2.).
•
T he general  confi guration of the water table is shown in Fi gure 4.2. l i te
main features to note are:
411  - to the north, south and  west  the model has "no flow" boundaries : the coast
is a "fi xed head" boundary set at sea level.
- there are steep gradients up to 1 in 150 in the western part of the area.
• This  represents  fl ow from  the  prominent groundwater mound marking the
western boundary. Th e mound is bunt up to elevations . in excess of fim QND
• within the Dammam dolomites. It is caused by high recharge from garden
ir rigation and leaking water pipes within the Madina Khalifa district
• compoun ded by local areas of low permeability in the dolomite.
• - elevations within the sequence of MI and coastal deposits are less than l ni
QND: on the peninsula they do not a ceed 0.6m QND. Hydraulic gradients
• are low in the coastal area, reducing to as little 'as 1 : 4500 on the
peninsula.
•
A distinct groundwater ridge extends along the southern part of the peninsula
• This can be attrib uted to a tensive irrigation along the central reservations and
sides of the roads converging on the Sheraton Hotel at the head of the
• peninsula. Apart from this ridge them is little other evidence that, to date,
the water table has been af ected by mans activities However, this probably
• refl ects the current lack of development in the backfilled areas of West Bay.
• When large scale housing projects are established in the peninsula and in
areas along the former coastline, it is likely that water levels wil l begin to rise
• signifi can tly. fi le ridge along the southern side of the peninsula il lustrates
how water levels can rise in response to urban development
•
•
42 DEEM ! TO WATER TABIE
•
•
The depth to water is shown in Figure 42 1\vo distinct provinces exist the
backfi ll and coastal deposit areas, where groundwater generally lies within 3  ni
of the = W e, and the dolomite outcrop where depths are greater than 3m.
•
•
•
•
•
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The dolomite outcrop area faces no immediate threat from rising groundwater
levels since depths are commonly in excess of 10m. However, the
• backfi ll-coastal deposit areas are obviously at risk.
• The areas with the shallowest water table are not, as might be expected,
nearest the coast, but in a belt which extends parallel to and just inland of
• the former shoreline (Figure 42). The reason is quite straightforward; the area
has the lowest ground elevation in the region.
•
Backfi lling of the peninsula has raised ground elevations in this area to over
• 3m QND in many places. Around the northern and eastern coasts it is above
5m OND. However, although back fi ll has been ex tended westward and inland
• of the original shoreline, i t has not been buil t up as high as the peninsula
itselE The result is that the old coast has been left at a slightly lower
• elevation than areas further east.
• I t is this belt of low lying ground that was most severely af ected by the
heavy rainstorms in February 1988. During this month the total rainfall was
• 140mm, with 39.8mm fal ling within a 24 hour period. A particularly badly
affected area was in the vicinity of the West Bay sports stadium. Here the
• combinati on of a topographic depression, shallow water table and the presence
at the surface of patches of silty sabkha combined to give rise to conditi ons
• likely to result in flooding.
• This par ticular fl ood event was caused by an exceptionally intense rainstorm
and much of the problem lay with inadequate = face drainage from low lying
• areas. Such events, fortunately, are rather rare and the ef ects could largely be
countered by the installation of surface drains. There is, however, a longer
• term and potenti ally more serious problem facing the area. This is the threat
posed by increased recharge resulting from future development in the region.
•
Increased recharge, wil l raise groundwater levels very close or even to the
• surface. When this happens the problem is long term and can only be
alleviated either by reducing recharge or more pract ically by installi ng a
• network of groundwater drains.
• It is the area having water depths of less than  lm  that most urgently require
the installation of  such drains. The problem here is compounded by the
• presence of poorly permeable sabkha deposits at or very near the surface.
Ultimately, however, the whole of the West Bay peninsula, with the possible
• exception of the raised outer rim, will require groundwater drains.
•
• 4.3 WATE R TABLE FLUCTUATI ONS
• Water levels  in West  bay are strongly hdluenced by tidal fl uctualion
•
relationship between groundwater levels and tides  has been examined for 3
sites which twin frtted with water  level recorders.  Boreholes 1/ 121/2 2/3 and  513
•
are posi tioned at 150m, SOOm and 850in from the coast  respectively
(Figure 2.1).
•
•
•
•
The dividing linc between the two occurs approximately at the 4m ground
surface contour.
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Figure 43 is a plot of the water level response against tidal fl uctuation for
• the 3 sit= The very limited response of the borehole d osem to the Co a t ,
1/ 18, is attributed to clon ing of the borehole, which only penetrates 0.5m
• below the water table. Th e data from this site have, tberefo re, been
discoun ted. 'The two other boreholes show a contrasting respo nse in terms of
• both the amplitude of fl uctuations and the time lag before a response is
recorded.
•
Borehole 213, which is closer to the coast, shows the least lag . Water levels
• responded to tidal changes within 1 hour compared to 6 hours for 513.
The amplitude of water level fl uctuation of the two sites is also very dif erent
At 213 the response is very pronounced with daily fil a l la b Or IS up to 40cm. In
•
contr ast the response at 513 is measured in millimeters, so small that it is
barely perceptible on the scale used in Figure 43 .
The water level response can be expressed in terms of "tidal efi ciency", which
• is the rati o of water level rise to a given tidal change  expit s sed as a
percentage. For site 213 the effi ciency is 32% compared with only 2% for site
• 5/3. Th ese data can be used to derive an estimate of aquifer storage since
amplitude, lag and tidal range are linked to storage. I b is aspect is discussed
• fur the r in Chapter 6.
• More work is planned concerning tidal fl uctuation as a means of deriving
aquifer storage values. The water level recorders will be moved to a number
• of other sites •to buil d up a bet ter picture of how water levels respond to
tides in dif erent parts of the area.
•Is
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Recharge:
Discharge:
5.1 RECHARGE
5.1 1 Rainfall
Rainfall in Qatar is low and d iaracterised by (Ta m e variabil ity in both space
and time. Recharge from this source is hl rewise very variable and difi cult to
predict from year to year and from place to place. Records from the airport
(19624 988) in Doha serve to il lustrate the main characteristics of the local
rainfall distrib ution. (Figures 5.1 and 5.2). A shorter reco rd also exists for the
port (19794 9 :.:) .
rainfall
lateral infl ow
leaking water pipes
garden irrigation
evaporation
lateral outflow
downward leakage
leakage to sewers.
Chapter 5
RECHARGE AND DISCHARGE
Rising groundwater levels result from an  excess  of recharge over discharge.
The design of a drainage network to control water levels in the West Bay
area will require the identification and quanti fi cation of the mechanisms
controlling recharge to and discharge from the aquifer system.
The source s of recharge and disharge identifi ed  in  West Bay are as follows:
Th ese are descnbed in the following sections.
T he annual aven ge rainfall at the airport, the station with the longes t record.
is 74.7mm; at the port it is 662a un. Most of this rainfall occurs betwea r
November and May. During the 26 year period of record at the airport the
maximum and minhnum an nual tot als were 302.8mm (1964) and 0Amm (1962)
respectively. Such a i reme var iabil ity from year to yew makes the concept of
"mean annual" rainfall rather meaningless.
• Rainfall up to In Qatar usually ow n s as  intense localised  storms Individual
storms ca n account for 65% of the annual t otal. Table 5.1 shows the
probability of annual and storm rainfall totals for Doha airport
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• Recurrence interval (years) Annual Storm
(tam) (mm)
•
•
Not only do the •ntensities of storms dif er f rom year to year but for any
• one event the distribution of rainfall over small areas can be very different as
the storm cells are very localised and sweep over relatively narrow tracts of
• land.
• All of these facton make it extremely difi cul t to predict the recharge from
year to year. There are also other factors that wil l cont rol the level of
• recharge from this source. These include:
• • intensity of the storm
permeabil ity of the surface material
•
- pre-misting soil moisture conditions
- rate of evaporation
• - topography (eg. depressions allow concentr ation of mn-off)
• Given the multi tude of factors infl uencing rainfall recharge the only pract ical
way of quantifying the process is to relate changes of water level with
• individual rainstorm& In this way it is possib le to calculate recharge for any
par ticular intensity and duration by simulating the event with the groundwater
• • model. This is why it is necessary to have rainfall and water level records for
a complete rainy season. Such data are currently being collected and will be
• discussed in the Final Report in April .
•
•
A major source of recharge is the lateral movement of groundwater fl owing
• f rom the groundwater mound developed along the western boundary.
The model wil l be used to quantify this infl ow using the Darcy equatiom
•
•
•
•
Table 5.1 Pro bability of annual and storm rainfal l= Doha aitport
5.12 Lateral H ow of Groundwater from Inland
TIM
where: Q Row
I Water table gradient
W Width of aquifer over which calculation is taking place
T  n ansmissivity  of tbe aquifer
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•5.13 Lateral Flow of Seawater at High D de
During high tides sea level is raised signifi cantly above groundwater levels near
• to the coast for short periods. When this happens seawater will fl ow inland
until the fi de recedes.
Th is ef ect will be built into the model by setting the initial tidal conditions
at hi gh tide. Flow can then be ca lculated as descrfoed in section 5.12.
5.1.4 Leaking water pipes
It has been shown by ASCO (1983) that water distribut ion system losses in
Doha amount to over 20%. Th is fi gure is comparable to distnb ution systems
throughout the developed world.
•
We anticipat e a similar scale of loss for West Bay. The volume wil l increase
• as the urban area develops. Leaking water pipes will constitute a signifi cant
source of recharge to the arca and contnb ute to a steady long term rise in
• water level.
• In order to establish the scale of leakage a water balance study is cur rently
underway to calculate losses for the year November 1988 to November 1989.
Th e results of this work will be incorporated into the model for ca libration
purposes. Once calibrated the ef ects of increased losses in the future can be
calculated.
5.13 Garden wateringIe
A nother signifi cant man-made source of recharge is garden irrigation. Again
• th is wil l tend to increase as development of the area proceeds. Estimates of
contributions from th is source are to be made within the water-balance survey
• present ly being carria l out.
•
•  5.2 DISCH ARGE
•
•
5.2.1 Evaporation
• Under natural conditions signifi cant groundwater discharge occur red by direct
evaporation from the shallow water table underlying the areas of coastal
• sabkha .
Discharge from coastal sabkhas is  WI, m utant  throughout the year (Pike,
1971). In  eastern Saudik Arabia, rates ranged from Llnun per day in the
• winter to L8mnt per day in the summer.
• In  Wes t Bay many of the original sabkha areas have  now been  covered with
up to lm of backfi ll. Nevertheless, it is expect ed that where water levels are
• within 1.5m of the surface a signifi cant amount of direct evaporation wil l take
•
•
•
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place. Th is discharge will be built into the model using published data to
• estimate the amounts involved.
5.2.2 Lateral Groundwater R ow to the Coast
•
This element of discharge will be cala ilated by the model in the same way as
• for flow into the area (see 5.1.2).
•
5.2.3 Downward  Leakage  to Lower Aquifers
•
As water levels in the formations above the Midra Shale are built up due to
increased recharge, some leakage into underlying aquifers th rough fractures in
the Midra might take  place.  However, the permeability of the underlying
• formations is sufficiently low (ASCO 1983) to suggest tha t the quantities
involved wil l be small and can be ignored.
•
•
• Leakage of groundwater into unpressurised sewerage pipes set below the water
table will be a major source of discharge. The sewers will in ef ect be acting
• as groundwater drains. Th is aspect of the work is being incorporated in to the
water balance study.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
5.2.4 1 ealo ge into Sewerage Pipes
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Chapter 6
•
AQUIFER CHARA C TE RISTICS
6.1 GENERAL
• Values of hydraulic conductivity (K) and storage coefi cient (S) are required
for the model. Trans nissivity ( I) is computed by the model from the water
• level and aquifer base information.
• Preliminary estimates of K have been derived from pumping and input tests
carried out as part of the fi eld programme and supplemented by grain size
data available from previous site investigations in the general area. Values of S
WCfC der ived from the pumping tes ts and by co mparing water level changes to
• tidal fl uctuations.
• 6.2 HYDRAULIC CONDUCTIVIT Y
•
62 1 Es timates from Pumping Tests
•
As no pumping test information was avail able for the study area, a programme
• of pumping tes ts was undertaken at sites GWS/S/ 1 to GWS/S/5 . to provide
in formation on the hydraulic characteristics of the unconsolidated sequence.
Th e locations of the test sites are shown in Figure L2. A tes t borehole
• and two observat ion borcholes were drilled at cach site during July and
August 1989. Each borehole fully penetrates the aquifer sequence and is
• screened from the water table to the base of the aquifer. General information
on each site is as follows:
•
• Table 6 1  Details  of pumping ta t &wholes
•
•
• In all cases the sequence tested con sists of sil ty fi ne to com e sand with
gravel. The log descriptions sugges t that the fi ll and coastal sands are of a
• similar Ethology at each site, but , whil st the coastal sands form the whole
•
•
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•
•saturated sequence at sites 5/1, 512 and  513,  these fonn only 65% and 73% of
• the saturated sequence at sites  513 and  5/4.
• The pumping tests were carried out during October and November 1989.
Transduce rs were used to measure water levels in th e tes t  borehole and each
• observation borehole during the tests. Tes t rates ranged from 0.5 to 5.75 Vs.
• A pumping test could not be carried out at site  511  due to low yield. Only a
single constant rate test was carried out at 5/5. Th ree tes ts of up toabout 2
• days duration with intervening recovery, were pe rformed at each of the sites
512,  5/3 and 5/4. A summary of the tes t programme b given in Table 62 .
•
41 Table 6 2 Summary of pumping test p ogramme
•
•
0
•
•
•
1411
0
•
•
•
0
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0
Th e drawdown data are af ected by tidal fluctuations As yet a satisfactory
• correction for these fl uctuations has not yet boen obtained. l l sis wil l require
further information on the natural water lest responw to tides. Other factors
• infl uencing the analysis of th e pumping tes t data indude the following:
•
- the aquifer b thin and the test well data are affected by a reduction in
aquifer thickness of 90 and 96% at 5/3 and  5/5 and by 52 and 54%  at 512
• and 5/4
• well losses influence the test wd l data
•
- well storage may influence the early data from the  Wit well  at the low
rates of pumping
•
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•
- gravity drainage appears to be af ecting the data, but because of the tidal
• ef ects i t is not yet possib le to derive specifi c yield estimates from the late
data
•
- drawdowns at the observati on wells are small and are therefore particularly
af ected by the tidal fl uctuations
the sequence is very variable and boundary ef ects or lateral variations in
transmissivity may be af ecting the data
•
A n initi al estimate of T was made using Logan's approximation method based
on specifi c capacity prior to the onset of gravity drainage, which generally
occurs af ter about 5 minutes. This method tends to underectimate T if well
losses are signifi cant The results are included in Table 63. The
time-drawdown data for  each  borehole appear to fi t a Bou 1ton or Neuman
• type curve which indicates water table conditions. However. since the type
curve methods are lfl ody to produce unreliable and ambiguous results unless
• the data can be corret ted for the ti dal fl uctuations, these analytical methods
have not  yet  been applied.
•
In order to obtain preliminary estimates of T and S. semi-log methods have
• been used. These were applied to the early ti rne-drawdown data,
distance-drawdown data and to the recovery data, although it should  be
• recognised that the applicati on of these methods are subj ect to various
constraints Nonetheless, the values derived are irt reasonable agreement with
• the approximation method and with the input tests at each site.
• A summary of the preliminary results from the pumping tests is given in
Table 6.3.
•
• 6.2.2 Input tests
• I nput  tests  were also used to provide estimates of K. The values derived are
representati ve only of the water bearing material dose to  the  well and are
• therefore usually less reliable than pumping tests.
• These were performed on fi fteen wel ly ten ia the fa it s 3 borehola (diameter
168mm) and fi ve  in  the series 5  boreholes  (diameter 203nnn). The locations
• are shown in r ig 1.2.
• Each test involved the rapid removal of a known volume of water and
monitoring the subsequent water level recovery with a prmsure transducer
• connected to a mil livolt chart recorder unt0 equil ibrium conditions were
re-established.
•
The results obtained f rom the testa were analysed using methods developed by
• Cooper (1967) and by Bouwer & Rice (1974 Both methods assume that well
losses are negligible end that the  aquifer is homogeneous  and botropic.
The Cooper method takes Into account both well storage and aquifer
• storativity, whereas the Ba r & Rice method takes into account well storage
but not aquifer storativity.  I lse Cooper  method involves a semi-log plot of
•
•
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Table 6.3 h rlaninaly estimates of agar characteristks ft vm
• p imping test analyse&
•
•
1. Logan Appra dmatlon
@ 5 mins.
Ttn2/d 1240 90 145 140
• & aid 460 48 69 72
• i Distan ce-drawdawn T 125 105 • 1975 7
(early da ta) IC 40 45 820
• S 0.2% 0.2% 3x10.4
•
3. l i me-dr awdown Test well
• (J aco b) Te 130(1 25 80 140
11 ao
 7 5
• K 30 - 490
• Observation 1  
• •
T 6000 ? 105 70 - 90 75
• S 11% 0.3% 0.25% 0_2%
• .O bservation 2
T 14030 7 115 - 135
.811
11% 0.15 - 0_2%
V ja ,
e 4. Recove ry 100 140
•
• Te = early data
T1 •  lata  da ta
•
•
 • rapid
•• - influenced by leakage
•
•
sa 5/3 5/4 5/5
values of head (H) divided by initial head (Ho) against log time (t). The
•
 resulting a irves are then matched with type curves to obtain a value of T
from the following calculation:
T= dt (where r is the radius of the well)
•
Values of IC are then obtained from KaT/D. where I) is the saturated
• thick ness.
• The Bouwer & Rice method involves the plotting of head change against t on
a semi4og scale. A dimensionless parameter, C, was determined from a a im
• relating C to U r, where L is the length of the perforated section of the
•
•
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screen. The various v-alises were then substituted into the following eq uations
to obta in IC;
1. 1  
In Rd rw  - [ rw)
ry,
In (Rei f, )
K - r2  
2L
Ho
in —
H
where : C = dimensionless parameter
L = length of the perforated screen
Rt  = ef ective radius over which head changes
rc  = radius of the well casing
r = well radius
(1)
(2)
Table 6.4 gives th e remits ob ta ined by these methods of analysis. In two of
Table 6.4 Results of Inp ut Tests
Borehole Nos. of tes ts Saturated Zon es of IC(en/d)
conducted thick ness  (m)  s aturation Method of analysis
Cooper et  al  Bowyer & Rice
3/ 1 1 32 0 limemone too high for tes t too high for  0=
312
 3 tin ' limestone
3/3 1 1 25 i t  too low for test too low for test
3/4 5 3.24 sand
3/5 5 157 GB
3/6
 4 4.13  s and
3/ 7 4 2.C6  77
3/8
 4
 2.05 san d
3/9
 4 1 70  till/sand
3/10
 4
 2.50 MIAs=
SA 1 3.64 in
5/2 5
 3.93 77
5/3
 4
 2_39 77
5/4 3 2.60 san d
5/5 5 2.40 san d
Nos of bot ehoica tested: 1.5
Borehole d am= - 3 sa les 168 mos
5 ser ies 203 mm
the boreholes, 3/3 and 5/1, the tests conducted wem unsuccessful due to low
permeability 'M e test at site 3/ 1 was unsuccessful due to exceptionally high
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permeability, probably associated with a fracture zone- At three sites, 3/7, 512
• and 5/3, none of the input tmts produc. ed curves which matched any of thc
Cooper type curve. ln these cases a solution was obtained from the Bouwer
• & Rice method.
A wide range of K values was obtained from the input tests at the dif erent
boreholes. Th is indicates the hydraulic co nductivity of the sequence to be vety
• variable, although it should be recognised that this variation may in part be
due to the subjectivity of the type ca lve methods themselves. Nonetheless, the
• preliminary results suggest that K ranges from about 15 to 80 m/d for the fi ll
deposits and from about 10 to 400 m/d for the coastal deposits, which are
• consistent with those obtained from the pumping tes ts and from grain size
analysis
6.2_3 Grain size estimates
• Various meth ods are avail able to  derive  estimates of K from grain size analysis
data, although estimates based on this approach are 'm any applied only if
• other more reliable and representa tive es timates are unavailable. lf such data
can be calibrated, for example from pumping tests, they can provide a low
• cost means of providing information on the spatial variability of K but are
more accur ate where the  sequence  is isotropic and uncemented and the
• samples are representative.
• Although grain size analyses were not undertaken on the samples collected
dur ing the fi eld programme,  such data  are avail able for the general area from
• site inves tigations. The distr ib ution of sites with grain size data is shown in
Figure 12 .
•
The specifi c surface method  was used  to provide initial es timates of K from
• the grain size data. A value of 50000 was assumed for the constant used for
this method, but until this value can be confi rmed by calibration with the
• pumping  test  and input test fr iformation, the K values should be considered  as
indicating only the relative dist rib ution of K for the main parts of the
• unconsolidated sequence.
• The samples for which grai n  size  data are available were assigned to either
the fi ll or coastal deposits based on an inta pretation of the borehole log. Th e
• number of such samples relating to each were 68 and 38, respectively.
• A plot of the K values (Figure 6.1) shows a skewed distribution. Th e
values were therefore converted to a logarithmic form to produce a logncirmal
• distnb ution (Figure 62 ). Table 6.5 gives the ranges and arithmetic and
geometr ic mea n in mi d. Th e geomet ric mean is about 50% of the arithmetic
• mean and should be a more accurate estimate of  the mean K as the few
high K values have  lets  ef ect on the geometric mean.  The res i ft s  indicate
• that the IC of the fi ll and coastal deposits  are  very simil ar, although there  is
a wide variation in the K of both types of deposits. The constant applied was
• based on well sorted, mar ine sands and, despite the variabil ity hi K, produces
a mean K simil ar to that derived from the input and pumping tests.
•
•
•
•
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Table 6 5 Grain size permeability, values.
•
• Fil Coa stal De pos its
Min K 2.13 2.3 1
• Max K 515 7 77
Aridune nc mean K 68.6 53.6411 Stan da rd Deviadon 89.4 643
Ge ome tric mean 35.4 26.5
•
A frequency analysis was also undertaken by assigning K values to classes in
units of 10 m/d. Th ese were then a pressed as a cumulative percentage to
• overcome the dif erence in the number of samples from each type of deposit
The results are plotted as Figure 63 , which fi wther confi rms the similarity in
• K of the two types of deposit.
•
• 6.3 ST ORAGE COE FFICIENT
• The pumping test drawdown data stil l require tidal co rrection to the drawdown
data. Consequently, it is not yet possible to obtain estimates of specifi c yield
• from the test data The early drawdown data indicates a storage coeffi cient of
02 % (Table 6.3), alth ough this must be regarded as a preliminary esti mate.
• The ef ective specifi c yield is likely to be higher, perhaps in the range of 10
to 30% depending on the sfl t and gravel content
•
As an alternative approach a correlation between the tidal and water level
fl uctuation has been attempted using a method developed by Ferris, 195L
There are ordy three sites (OWS 1/ 18, 2/3 and 5/5/3) with sufi cient
• information for this approach and realistic values could only be obtained for
site GWS 2/3 ranging from 7 to 14% for T values of 50 to 100 m2/d.
•
Nonetheles s, this method could provide a more reliable estimate of specifi c
yield than tha t fro m the pu mping tests and it is recommended that fur ther
data is obtained at o ther sites at dif erent distances fro m the coast
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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•Chapter 7
•
MODEL DESIGN
•
• 7.1 INTRODUCTI ON
• The aims of the numerical groundwater modelling are fi rstly to predict likely
areas of fl ooding resulting from rainfall, leakage and irrigation recharge and
• secondly to suggest a possible drainage system designed to alleviate such
fl ooding problems.
•
A two-dimensional areal representation of the study area would not adequately
410 fulfi l these objecti ves since the water table is present in all of the three main
types of material (fi ll, coastal deposits and Dammam dolomite). In addition,
• saturated and unsaturated zone conditions need to be included, as well as
•
fl emb ili ty in representing the study area by mesh discretisation.
However, only a few three-dimensional models can adequately lcp.tacilt the
• parti cular aquifer conditions in West Bay, due to their complexity and
computational restricti ons with respect to computer core storage and central
• processor unit time requirements. The model selected for this study is
FLAMINCO T ow And Migration In Non-conservative Contaminants), which is
• both suitable and efi dent. OAT, til e fl ow component of this model is
considered in the present work. Th is model is described briefl y below.
Flaminco is three-dimensional fi nite element model which includes both
• saturated and unsaturated zones. Row is governed by Darcy's law.
Nonlinearities due to unsaturation, infi ltrati on, evaporation and seepage faces
• are al considered. 'The model is cost-ef ective, util ising a dice succesSiVe
over-relaxati on matric solution scheme, with Picard iteration for treating
' • nonlineari ties and element integration using infl uence coefi cient techniques.
•
•
•
•
72  MODEL DESCRIPTI ON
73 MODEL DEVELOPME NT
73 .1 Data sources
Data sources, such as those relating to aquifer geometry and properties,
• recharge and discharge, are described in previous sections of this repozt Initial
head conditions are derived from water levels at borehole% corrozted for the
• ef ect of tidal cycles. Data requirements for the  model are  wed fied either
at nodal locati ons or for elements by interpolation from the point data.
•
•
•
•
•
•
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•73 .2 Study Area and Boundary Conditi ons
The eastern model boundary is located at the present coastli ne (Fig. 12 ).
• Time-variable fi xed head boundaq conditions are used to represent changes in
the tide along this boundary. Only high tides are considered, being believed
to represent a 'worst-case' boundary condition for flooding inland.
The northern , north-western, south-western and southern boundaries are located
inland along no flow boundaries  suggested  by water level contour maps. The
• south-western boundary is located on the long axis of a recharge mound. The
northern, north-western and southern boundar ies lie paral lel to the direction of
• groundwater flow.
• In a verti cal direction, hydraulic fi l l, natural coastal deposits and Dammam
dolomi te are considered, the base of the aquifer being represented by the top
• of the underlying Midra shale, which is assumed to be impermeable.
•
733 Model Dix retisation
•
Th e aquifer is represented by 161 nodes in each of the 9 nodal layers in the
• vertical direction giving a total of 1449 nodes, and by 280 three-dimensional
tr iangular  prism  elements in each of the 8 corresponding layen of elements,
• giving a total of 2240 elements. The top layer gr id is shown in Fi gure 7.L
Three layers of elements are used to represent the hydraulic fi ll, three layers
• for the natural coastal deposits and two layers for the Darm an limestone.
•  In  order to best consider gradients in material proper ties, such as hydrauli c
conducti vities, between the three distinct material types, model layering was
• introduced j ust above and j ust below horizons between the three distinct
material layers. Consequently, the 9 nodal layers are located as follows
•
(i) at the surface,
• (ii ) at 0.1 m below the sur face,
(iii) at 0.1 in above the base of the hydraulic fi ll,
• (iv) at the base of the hydraulic fi ll,
(v) at 0.1 nit below the base of the hydraulic fill,
• (vi) at a l m above the base of the natural coastal deposits,
(vii) at the base of the natural coastal deposits,
• (vih) at 0.1 m below the base of the natural coastal deposits, and
(ix) at  the base of the Danunam li mestone.
•
Only the Dammam dolomite is present in the vertical at ali locations in the
• model area, as the natural coastal deposits and hydraulic fi ll are more limited
in areal extent (for example, see a oss-sectional diagram of Figure 32). As
• such, some of the elements suggested above are redundant For example,
towards the south-western boundary only two layers of elements (together
• represendng the Dammam limestone) exist within any vertical, whereas towards
the coast a full eight layms of elements (representing all three distinct material
• types) exist within a vertical.
• I l e  model has been designed so that redundant elements can be assigned a
null material property. In ef ect this means that their respective element
• matr ices are not evatuated and r e not assembled into the global matrix
•
•
26
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•
equations. Some 23% of the 2240 three-dimensional elements are eliminated
• in this way, leaving a total of 1712 elements to be evaluated.
•
Figure 7.1 shows the confi guration of the fi nite element mesh design. Th is WaS
based on a number of criteria
• (i) model boundaries were selected as indicated above,
(ii) sides of elements are located along main roads,
• (iii) nodes are located at roundabouts and intersections of main roads,
• (iv) the coarsest mesh is used for areas of Danunam outcrop, except
•
towards the south-western boundary where steep groundwater gradients
required some fi ning of the mesh,
• (v) a fi ne mesh is used for areas of hydraulic fi ll outcrop,
• (vi) the fi nest mesh is used for areas of natural coastal deposit outcrop,
• (vii) sides of elements are located along minor roads in areas of natural
•
coastal deposits,
•
(viii) each surface element represents land that is predominantly developed, or
to be developed or is not planned to be developed,
• (ix) no surface element has all three surface nodes assigned fixed heads,
•o (x) since most drains were expected to be located alongside roads in areas
•
of natural coastal deposit outcrops and drains were expected to be
assigned fi xed heads, not more than one side of any element in this
•
region should represent a road in order to prevent overconstraining the
model solution.
•
•
7.4 AN ITOPATE D MOM , SIMULATI ONS.
•
I t is anticipated that four stages of numa ical simulation wil l be pa formed.
•
These  are as follows
•
calibration of the model against fi eld data
• simulation of a range of storms and prediction of areas liable to fl ooding
• - simulation of changes in leakage and irrigation due to increased
development and prediction of areas of floodings
•
representation of a drainage system designed to alleviate fl ooding problems.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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APPENDIX 1
List  of Engineering Reports relating to  West  Bay area
REPO RT A: July 1989, Gulf Laboratories. Senior staf housing project,
sub-su rface site investigation. No. GD/ 199/1.
REPO RT B: January 1983, Wimpey Laboratories. Govt. of Iraq. Proposed
new embassy in the new distr ict of Doha. No. S/19872.
I
•
on site investigat ion. No. S121210.
REPORT FL February 1983, Wimpey Laboratories. Qatar General
• Insurance and Reinsurance Company. Pmposed multi- storey
ofi ce building in the New District of Doha. Report on site
• investigations. a 5f19921
•
REPO RT J: October 1982, Wimpey Laboratories . Qatar National Cement
• Company. Proposed headquarters buil ding in the New Distzict
of Doha. Report on site inves tigation. No.5/19287.
•
REPORT  IC September 1981. Rrmspey Laboratories. hfmistry of Works
• (ESD). Proposed offi ces for hrmistry of Educati on. New
District of Doha Report on site investigation. No. 5/18204.
•
•
•
1,
•
•
RE PO RT 1..: April 1985, Wimpey Laborat or ies . Ministry of Public works.Qatar Spor ts a ub. Site inves tiga tion repor t. No. S116987/2.
REP O RT M: October 1982, Wimpey Laborato ries . Mannai Trading.
Proposed Ofi ce and commercial Centre in the New dist rict of
Doha.Repor t on site investigation . No. S/19496.
REPO RT N: March 1989 , Gulf La boratories. Qatar Na ti onal Navigation
and Transport Company. Proposcd NNTC HQ - Wes t Bay.
Report on site inves tigation. No. GD/ 188/SL
4 10
0
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0
The de mand for long-te rm sc ientific cap a b ilities conce rning the
resources of the land and its fre shwaters is rising sharp ly as the
powe r of man to change his e nvironme n t is g row ing, and with
it the scale of his impact. Comp rehens ive re se a rch facilities
(lab ora tor ies , he ld studie s, computer mo d e lling , ins trum e ntation,
re mo te se nsing ) are needed to prov id e solutions to the
cha lleng ing p roblems of the modern w o rld in its conce rn for
approp riate and sympathe tic manage me n t of the frag ile syste ms of
the land s surface .
The Te rres tria l and Freshw ater Sci en c es Dire ctora te of the
Natural Environm ent Rese arch Counc il bnngs togethe r an
e xce p tionally wid e rang e of appropriate d isc iplines (che mis try
b iolog y, e ngine e ring , phys ics , geology g e og raphy, mathe matics
and comp ute r sc ie nces ) comprising on e of the world s larges t
bod ies of estab lishe d e nvironmental e x p e rtise . A staf of 550,
large ly graduate and professional, 'from fo ur Ins titutes at e le ven
labora tor ies and fi e ld sta tions and two Un ive rs ity units p rovide
the spe cia lise d knowledge and experie n c e to me e t national and
inte rna tional needs in three m ajor areas-
Land Use and Natural Re so urces
Environme ntal Quality and Pollution
Ecology and Conserva tion
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